Jain diaspora (Not Subd Geog)

Here are entered works on the movement of Jains beyond India. For works on Jains who have settled outside India, an additional heading is assigned to designate the place where they have settled, e.g., Jain—Canada.

UF Diaspora, Jain
BT Jain—Diaspora

Jaina antiques (May Subd Geog)

BT Antiquities

Jaina architecture (May Subd Geog)

UF Architecture, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Religious architecture

Jaina art (May Subd Geog)

UF Art, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Art
NT Jaina painting
Jaina sculpture

Jaina astrology (Not Subd Geog)

[BF1714-J28]
BT Astrology

Jaina bronze sculptures (May Subd Geog)

UF Bronzes, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Bronzes

Jaina cave temples (May Subd Geog)

UF Cave temples, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Cave temples

Jaina civilization

UF Civilization, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Jainism
NT India—Civilization—Jaina influences

Jaina converts (May Subd Geog)

BT Converts
Jains

Jaina cosmology (Not Subd Geog)

UF Cosmology, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Cosmology

Jaina cults (May Subd Geog)

BT Cults

Jaina drama (Not Subd Geog)

BT Jaina literature

Jaina drama, Prakrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Prakrit Jaina drama
BT Prakrit drama

Jaina drama, Sanskrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Sanskrit Jaina drama
BT Sanskrit drama

Jaina epistemology

USE Knowledge, Theory of (Jainism)

Jaina ethics (May Subd Geog)

[BU1260]
BT Religious ethics
NT Ahimsā
Jaina fiction
USE Jaina stories

Jaina giving

[BL1375.G58]
UF Almsgiving, Jaina
Dāna (Jainism)
Giving, Jaina
Jaina almsgiving
BT Religious life—Jainism

Jaina gods (May Subd Geog)

UF Gods, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Gods
Jainism
NT Manībhadrā (Jaina deity)
Nāgakumāra (Jaina deity)
Padmāvatī (Jaina deity)
Yakṣas (Jaina deities)

Jaina gods in art (Not Subd Geog)

UF Gods, Jaina, in art [Former heading]

Jaina hymns

[BL1377.3]
UF Hymns, Jaina
Jainism—Hymns

Jaina hymns, Gujarāṭī (May Subd Geog)

UF Gujarāṭī Jaina hymns

Jaina hymns, Hindi (May Subd Geog)

UF Hindi Jaina hymns

Jaina hymns, Prakrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Prakrit Jaina hymns

Jaina hymns, Rajasthani (May Subd Geog)

UF Rajasthani Jaina hymns

Jaina hymns, Sanskrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Sanskrit Jaina hymns

Jaina illumination of books and manuscripts

(May Subd Geog)

UF Illumination of books and manuscripts, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Illumination of books and manuscripts

Jaina incantations (May Subd Geog)

[BL1377.4]
UF Incantations, Jaina
NT Jaina mantras

Jaina inscriptions

(May Subd Geog)

UF Inscriptions, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Inscriptions

Jaina island (Mexico)

UF Isla de Jaina (Mexico)
Isla Jaina (Mexico)
BT Islands—Mexico

Jaina legends (May Subd Geog)

UF Legends, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Legends
NT Meghakumāra (Legendary character)
Surasundari (Legendary character)

Jaina literature (May Subd Geog)

[BL1315-BL1317]
BT Religious literature
NT Jaina drama
Jaina poetry
Jaina prose literature
Jaina stories

Jaina literature, Gujarāṭī (May Subd Geog)

UF Gujarāṭī Jaina literature

Jaina literature, Hindi (May Subd Geog)

UF Hindi Jaina literature

Jaina literature, Kannada (May Subd Geog)

UF Kannada Jaina literature

Jaina literature, Tamil (May Subd Geog)

UF Tamil Jaina literature

Jaina logic

[BC25-BC28 (Ancient!)]
UF Logic, Jaina
BT Jaina philosophy
Jainism

Jaina mantras (May Subd Geog)

[BL1377.3]
UF Mantras, Jaina
BT Jaina incantations
Mantras

Jaina mathematics

BT Mathematics

Jaina meditations

UF Meditations, Jaina

Jaina miniature painting (May Subd Geog)

UF Miniature painting, Jaina [Former heading]

Jaina monasteries (May Subd Geog)

UF Monasteries, Jaina [Former heading]

Jaina monasticism and religious orders

(May Subd Geog)

[BL1378-BL1378.3]
UF Monasticism and religious orders, Jaina [Former heading]

Jaina monasteries

— Rules

Jaina mural painting and decoration

(May Subd Geog)

UF Mural painting and decoration, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Jaina painting

Jaina mythology (May Subd Geog)

UF Mythology, Jaina

Jaina mythology in art (Not Subd Geog)

UF Mythology, Jaina, in art [Former heading]

Jaina nuns (May Subd Geog)

UF Nuns

Jaina painting (May Subd Geog)

BT Jaina art

Jaina philosophy

[BU162.5]
UF Philosophy, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Philosophy
NT Anekāntavāda

Jaina politics

NT Jaina logic
Knowledge, Theory of (Jainism)

Jaina pilgrims and pilgrimages (May Subd Geog)

UF Pilgrims and pilgrimages, Jaina
BT Pilgrims and pilgrimages
NT Jaina shrines

Jaina poetry

(Not Subd Geog)

BT Jaina literature

Jaina poetry, Gujarāṭī (May Subd Geog)

UF Gujarāṭī Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Hindi (May Subd Geog)

UF Hindi Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Kannada (May Subd Geog)

UF Kannada Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Mewari (May Subd Geog)

UF Mewari Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Prakrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Prakrit Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Rajasthani (May Subd Geog)

UF Rajasthani Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Sanskrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Sanskrit Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Tamil (May Subd Geog)

UF Tamil Jaina poetry

Jaina philosophy

UF Philosophy, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Philosophy
NT Anekāntavāda

Jaina politics

NT Jaina logic
Knowledge, Theory of (Jainism)

Jaina pilgrims and pilgrimages

UF Pilgrims and pilgrimages, Jaina
BT Pilgrims and pilgrimages
NT Jaina shrines

Jaina poetry

(Not Subd Geog)

BT Jaina literature

Jaina poetry, Gujarāṭī (May Subd Geog)

UF Gujarāṭī Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Hindi (May Subd Geog)

UF Hindi Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Kannada (May Subd Geog)

UF Kannada Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Mewari (May Subd Geog)

UF Mewari Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Prakrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Prakrit Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Rajasthani (May Subd Geog)

UF Rajasthani Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Sanskrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Sanskrit Jaina poetry

Jaina poetry, Tamil (May Subd Geog)

UF Tamil Jaina poetry

Jaina prosa literature

(BT Jaina prose literature)

Jaina prosa literature, Prakrit (May Subd Geog)

UF Prakrit Jaina prose literature
BT Prakrit prose literature

Jaina religious practices

USE Jainism—Customs and practices

Jaina saints

(May Subd Geog)

UF Saints, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Saints
NT Jaina women saints

Jaina saints in art

(Not Subd Geog)

Jaina sculpture

(May Subd Geog)

UF Sculpture, Jaina [Former heading]
BT Sculpture
Jaina art
Scupture
NT Jaina portrait sculpture

Jaina sects

UF Sects, Jaina
BT Jainism
NT Aḥaṭagaccha (Jaina sect)
Digambara (Jaina sect)
Svetāmbara (Jaina sect)
Terehpanth (Jain sect)

Jaina sermons

(May Subd Geog)

[BL1377.5]
BT Sermons
SA subdivision Sermons under individual Jaina sects

Jaina sermons, Gujarāṭī (May Subd Geog)

UF Gujarāṭī Jaina sermons

Jaina shrines

(May Subd Geog)

UF Shrines, Jaina
BT Jaina pilgrims and pilgrimages
NT Cālitās

Jaina sociology

(May Subd Geog)

UF Sociology, Jaina
BT Sociology

Jaina Solo (Fictional character)

USE Solo, Jaina (Fictional character)

Jaina stories

(Not Subd Geog)

UF Jaina fiction
BT Jaina literature
Komaru Tombs (Nakagawa-machi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Komatogawa Site (Okayama-ken, Japan)

Komechun Site (Sakai-kyō, Osaka-ken, Japan)

Konzakura Site (Maebashi-shi, Gunma-ken, Japan)

Komatsu Site (Tokyo-shi, Japan)

Komori Site (Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan)

Konishi Site (Yamagata-shi, Yamagata-ken, Japan)

Konoe Site (Kitakyūshū-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kontobashi Site (Takamatsu-shi, Kagawa-ken, Japan)

Kotii Site (Tahara-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan)

Kouto Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kototsu Site (Takamatsu-shi, Kagawa-ken, Japan)

Kouchi Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kougo Site (Sakai-shi, Osaka-ken, Japan)

Kureno Site (Tokyo-shi, Japan)

Kureno Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kurashiki Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusunoki Site (Onomichi-shi, Hiroshima-ken, Japan)

Kusunokidai Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kushida Site (Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan)

Kusumoto Site (Takamatsu-shi, Kagawa-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Kumamoto-shi, Kumamoto-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Koide-shi, Ibaragi-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Kitakyūshū-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Hino-shi, Tokyo-to, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Yokkaichi-shi, Mie-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan)

Kusuyama Site (Shiota-shi, Fukuoka-ken, Japan)
Pinus pentaphylla
Japanese language—Writing, Cursive
Spoken Japanese
Incense ceremony, Japanese
Mairu (The Japanese word)
Ink painting, Japanese
Keshiki (The Japanese word)
Gods, Japanese
Donald L. Garrity Japanese Garden
Andrias japonicus
1868
Tiniaria japonica
Fafuri (The Japanese word)
processing)
Giant salamander (Species)
Irises (Plants)
Lonicera japonica
Polygonum sieboldii
Japanese language—Spoken Japanese
Landscape painting, Japanese
Polygonum cuspidatum
Flowering cherries
Japanese
Polygonum
Japanese language—Scientific Japanese
Mitate (The Japanese word)
Jataka stories, Japanese
Humanitarian assistance, Japanese
Rhus verniciflua
Shizen (The Japanese word)
Megalobatrachus japonicus
Hymns, Japanese
Japanese cherry
Abbreviations, Japanese
Folk literature, Japanese
Japanese
Japanese language—Grammar, Classical
Japanese Garden of Unesco (Paris, France)
Japanese knotweed
Japanese foreign workers
Japanese Garden (Ellensburg, Wash.)
Donald L. Garrity Japanese Garden (Ellensburg, Wash.)
Japanese language—Writing—Man’yōgana
Japanese gods
Japanese goddesses
Japanese garden
gardens
Japanese
Japanese gay erotic poetry
USE Gay erotic poetry, Japanese
Japanese gay men’s writings
USE Gay men’s writings, Japanese
Japanese genre painting
USE Genre painting, Japanese
Japanese ghost plays
USE Ghost plays, Japanese
Japanese ghost story
tories, Japanese
Japanese giant salamander (May Subd Geog)
Cryptobranchus maximus
Giant salamander (Species)
Megalobatrachus japonicus [Former heading]
Megalobatrachus maximus
Triton japonicus
BT Andrias
Japanese giant salamander
Japanese gift bronze
USE Gift bronzes, Japanese
Japanese goddesses
USE Goddesses, Japanese
Japanese gods
USE Gods, Japanese
Japanese government missions
USE Government missions, Japanese
Japanese flag
USE Black-tailed gull
Japanese haibun
USE Haibun
Japanese historical drama
USE Historical drama, Japanese
Japanese historical fiction
USE Historical fiction, Japanese
Japanese historical poetry
USE Historical poetry, Japanese
Japanese honeyysuckle (May Subd Geog)
Cryptomeria japonica
Japanese knotgrass
Knotweed, Japanese
Mexican bamboo
Polygnum cuspidatum
Polygnum japonicum
Polygnum sieboldii
Reynoutria japonica
Tinariya japonica
BT Polygonum
Japanese lacquer tree
USE Rhus verniciflua
Japanese landscape painting
USE Landscape painting, Japanese
Japanese language (May Subd Geog)
[PL501-PL700]
RT Koguryo language
NT Ryukyuan language
— To 794
[PL525.2]
UF Japanese language—Old Japanese
Old Japanese language
—— Etymology
NT Fafuri (The Japanese word)
—— To 888
—— Hellen period, 794-1185
[PL525.3]
—— Middle Japanese, 1185-1600
[PL525.4]
UF Middle Japanese language
—— Edo period, 1600-1868
[PL525.5]
UF Japanese language—Tokugawa period, 1600-1868
—— Tokugawa period, 1600-1868
USE Japanese language—Edo period, 1600-1868
—— Meiji period, 1868-1912
[PL525.6]
--- Abbreviations
USE Abbreviations, Japanese
— Business Japanese
USE Business Japanese
--- Classical grammar
USE Japanese language—Grammar, Classical
--- Cursive writing
USE Cursive writing of Japanese
--- Dialects
USE Dialects (May Subd Geog)
--- Dictionaries
USE Dictionaries [PL674.5-PL685]
--- Early works to 1867
--- Epithets
USE [PL659]
--- Etymology
USE Akuto (The Japanese word)
Aware (The Japanese word)
Desu (The Japanese word)
E (The Japanese word)
Ei (The Japanese word)
En (The Japanese word)
Fubin (The Japanese word)
Giri (The Japanese word)
Haberu (The Japanese word)
Hodari (The Japanese word)
Kage (The Japanese word)
Kami (The Japanese word)
Keshiki (The Japanese word)
Ki (The Japanese word)
Kitanai (The Japanese word)
Kodawaru (The Japanese word)
Kokoro (The Japanese word)
Komainu (The Japanese word)
Mairu (The Japanese word)
Mairu (The Japanese word)
Mitu (The Japanese word)
Mo (The Japanese word)
Omoshirou (The Japanese word)
Shizen (The Japanese word)
Shōsetsu (The Japanese word)
Sōsho (The Japanese word)
— Final particle
USE Japanese language—Sentence particles
--- Grammar, Classical
USE Classical Japanese grammar
--- Names
USE Names, Japanese
--- Old Japanese
USE Japanese language—To 794
--- Particles
USE Japanese language—Sentence particles
--- Punctuation
USE Kuro (The Japanese word)
--- Scientific Japanese
USE Japanese language—Technical Japanese
--- Sentence particles
USE Japanese language—Final particle
BT Japanese language—Particles
Japanese language—Spoken Japanese
--- Spoken Japanese 
USE Japanese language—Spoken Japanese
--- Technical Japanese
USE Japanese language—Scientific Japanese
--- Technology
USE Technology—Language
--- Writing
USE Chinese characters—Japan
--- Kana
USE Japanese language—Writing—Man’yōgana
--- Man’yōgana
USE Japanese language—Writing—Kana
--- Seal style
USE Japanese language—Writing, Seal style
Jath (Asian people)
Jati (Asian people)
Jau (Asian people)
Jil (Asian people)
Juth (Asian people)
Kayari (Asian people)
Xauthi (Asian people)
Xuthi (Asian people)
Zuth (Asian people)
Zutil (Asian people)
BT Ethnology—Asia
NT Gorbal (Afghanistan people)
Jata Chamar (South Asian people)
USE Chamār (South Asian people)
Jataka stories
Here are entered works about Jataka stories. Collections of Jataka stories are entered under Jataka stories qualified by language.
BT Buddhist stories
Jataka stories, Burmese (May Subd Geog)
UF Burmese Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Chinese (May Subd Geog)
UF Chinese Jataka stories
Jataka stories, English (May Subd Geog)
UF English Jataka stories
Jataka stories, French (May Subd Geog)
UF French Jataka stories
Jataka stories, German (May Subd Geog)
UF German Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Hebrew (May Subd Geog)
UF Hebrew Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Indonesian (May Subd Geog)
UF Indonesian Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Japanese (May Subd Geog)
UF Japanese Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Khūn (May Subd Geog)
UF Khūn Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Korean (May Subd Geog)
UF Korean Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Paʻo (May Subd Geog)
UF Paʻo Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Spanish (May Subd Geog)
UF Spanish Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Thai (May Subd Geog)
UF Thai Jataka stories
Jataka stories, Tibetan (May Subd Geog)
UF Tibetan Jataka stories
Jatapu (Indic people) (May Subd Geog)
[DS432.J3]
BT Ethnology—India
Jatav (South Asian people : Chamār)
USE Chamār (South Asian people)
Jalave (May Subd Geog)
[DS432.J25]
BT Castle—India
Dalits
Ethnology—India
Jāthīyu (Hindu mythology) (Not Subd Geog)
UF Jāthīyu (Hindu mythology)
BT Hindu mythology
Jāthīyu (Hindu mythology)
USE Jāthīyu (Hindu mythology)
Jath (Asian people)
USE Jat (Asian people)
Jathika Namal Uyana Mountains (Sri Lanka)
USE Jātika Nāmal Uyana Mountains (Sri Lanka)
Jatl
USE Teak
Jati (Asian people)
USE Jat (Asian people)
Jatia (South Asian people)
USE Chamār (South Asian people)
Jatia Chamar (South Asian people)
USE Chamār (South Asian people)
Jātīgāra (May Subd Geog)
[DS432.J27]
BT Abroats—India
Caste—India
Muslims—India
Jātīkā Dinaya (Sri Lanka)
USE National Day (Sri Lanka)
Jātīka Nāmal Uyana Mountains (Sri Lanka)
UF Jathika Namal Uyana Mountains (Sri Lanka)
Namal Uyana Mountains (Sri Lanka)
Pink Marble Mountains (Sri Lanka)
Pink Quartz Mountain Range (Sri Lanka)
BT Mountains—Sri Lanka
Jātīka Nāmal Uyana Site (Upolathagama, Sri Lanka)
This heading is not valid for use as a geographic subdivision.
USE Nā Uyana Site (Upolathagama, Sri Lanka)
Jātīyā Samsāda Bhabana (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
UF Jatīyo Sangsadh Bhaban (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
National Assembly Building (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
National Capital Complex (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
National Capital of Bangladesh (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
RT Bangladesh—Capital and capital city
Jatīyo Sangsadh Bhaban (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
USE Jātīyā Samsāda Bhabana (Dhaka, Bangladesh)
Jatī language
USE Lahndā language
JATO (Aeronautics)
USE Airplanes—Assisted takeoff
Jato Mountain (Italy)
USE Iato Mountain (Italy)
Jatrophia (May Subd Geog)
[QK495.E9 (Botany)]
BT Euphorbiaceae
NT Jatropha curcas
Jatropha curcas (May Subd Geog)
[QK495.E9 (Botany)]
UF Barbados nut
Buddlebush
Curcas curcas
Nut, Barbados
Nut, Physic
Physical nut
Physic nut
Purgenut
Purging nut
BT Medicinal plants
Jatropha manihot
USE Cassava
Jata (May Subd Geog)
[DS432.J3]
BT Castle—India
Ethnology—India
Ethnology—Pakistan
Jat family (Not Subd Geog)
Jatu (Asian people)
USE Jat (Asian people)
Jat dialect
USE Bangaru dialect
Jahanga
USE Ja'chwej
Jāu National Park (Brazíli)
USE Parque Nacional Jau (Brazil)
Jáu River (Amazonas, Brazil)
UF Rio Jāu (Amazonas, Brazil)
BT Rivers—Brazil
Jáu River Valley (Amazonas, Brazil)
BT Valleys—Brazil
Jauaperi River (Brazil)
UF Janaiperi River (Brazil)
Jaupery River (Brazil)
Jaupery River (Brazil)
Rio Janaiperi (Brazil)
Rio Jaupery (Brazil)
Rio Jaupery (Brazil)
BT Rivers—Brazil
Jaupery River (Brazil)
USE Jauaperi River (Brazil)
Jau River (Amazonas, Brazil)
USE Jau River (Brazil)
Ja uidi language
USE Y̱di language
Jau family (Not Subd Geog)
Jauhara language
USE Yawuru language
Jaudon family
USE Jordan family
Jagāda Sīte (India)
BT India—Antiquities
Jauñān Region
USE Golān Heights
Jauapiti Indians
USE Yawapiti Indians
Jaunsāra Bābara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
Jaunsāra Bāvara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
Jaundice (African people)
USE Ewondo (African people)
Jaundice language
USE Ewondo language
Jaundice, Neonatal (May Subd Geog)
[QK276]
UF Buh's disease
Hypermilubrinemia, Neonatal
Icterus neonatorum
Neonatal jaundice
Ritter's disease
Wickel's disease
Jaundice, Obstructive
USE Obstructive jaundice
BT Bile ducts—Obstructions
Jaundice
USE Cholestasis
Jaundice, Spirochaetal
USE Well's disease
Jaunnoku Castle (Latvia)
USE Jaunnoku pils (Latvia)
Jaunnoku pils (Latvia)
UF Jaunnoku Castle (Latvia)
Schloss Jaunnokomos (Latvia)
BT Manors—Latvia
Jaunsar Bewar (India)
USE Jaunsara Bābara (India)
Jaunsāra Bāvara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
Jaunser (Indic people) (May Subd Geog)
[DS432.J35]
BT Ethnology—India
Jaunser dialect
USE Jaunsari language
Jaunsari folk literature
USE Folk literature, Jaunsari
Jaunsari folk songs
USE Folk songs, Jaunsari
Jaunser language (May Subd Geog)
[PKC510.J3]
UF Gaunsari language
Jansari language
Jaunsari dialect [Former heading]
Jaunsari language
Pahari language ( Jaunsari)
BT India—Languages
Western Pahari languages
Jaunsari language (Subd Geog)
BT Indic literature
BT Jalic language
BT Jaunsari language
BT Jaunsari language
BT Jaunsari language
BT Jaunsari literature
BT Jaunsar Bewar (India)
BT Jaunsar Bawar (India)
BT Jaunsar, Indian
BT Jauc (Asian people)
BT Jaun family
USE Jauv family
Jaun family
USE Jouv family
Java (Indonesia)
UF Djava (Indonesia)
Jawa (Indonesia)
Pulau Jawa (Indonesia)
BT Islands—Indonesia
BT Greater Sunda Islands
— Civilization
[DS646.23]
BT Dancing—Javanese influences
Music—Javanese influences
— Hindu influences
BT Hindu civilization
— Islamic influences
BT Islamic civilization
— History
[DS646.27]
BT World War, 1939-1945—Deportations from Java
— Mongol Invasion, 1293
UF Mitt Indians
Jaunsāra Bābara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
Jaunsāra Bāvara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
JOnde (African people)
USE Ewondo (African people)
Joande language
USE Ewondo language
Joande, Neonatal (May Subd Geog)
[QK276 (Infants)]
UF Icterus (Pathology)
BT Biliary tract—Diseases
NT Hyperbilirubinemia
Jaundice, Obstructive
Kernicterus
Joande, Neonatal (May Subd Geog)
[QK276]
UF Buh's disease
Hypermilubrinemia, Neonatal
Icterus neonatorum
Neonatal jaundice
Ritter's disease
Wickel's disease
Joande, Obstructive
USE Obstructive jaundice
BT Bile ducts—Obstructions
Jaundice
USE Cholestasis
Jaundice, Spirochaetal
USE Well's disease
Jaunnoku Castle (Latvia)
USE Jaunnoku pils (Latvia)
Jaunnoku pils (Latvia)
UF Jaunnoku Castle (Latvia)
Schloss Jaunnokomos (Latvia)
BT Manors—Latvia
Jaunsar Bewar (India)
USE Jaunsara Bābara (India)
Jaunsāra Bāvara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
Jaunsari (Indic people) (May Subd Geog)
[DS432.J35]
BT Ethnology—India
Jaunsari dialect
USE Jaunsari language
Jaunsari folk literature
USE Folk literature, Jaunsari
Jaunsari folk songs
USE Folk songs, Jaunsari
Jaunsari language (May Subd Geog)
[PKC510.J3]
UF Gaunsari language
Jansari language
Jaunsari dialect [Former heading]
Jaunsari language
Pahari language (Jaunsari)
BT India—Languages
Western Pahari languages
Jaunsari language (Subd Geog)
BT Indic literature
BT Jalic language
BT Jaunsari language
BT Jaunsari language
BT Jaunsari literature
BT Jaunsar Bewar (India)
BT Jaunsar Bawar (India)
BT Jaunsar, Indian
BT Jauc (Asian people)
BT Jaun family
USE Jauv family
Jaun family
USE Jouv family
Java (Indonesia)
UF Djava (Indonesia)
Jawa (Indonesia)
Pulau Jawa (Indonesia)
BT Islands—Indonesia
BT Greater Sunda Islands
— Civilization
[DS646.23]
BT Dancing—Javanese influences
Music—Javanese influences
— Hindu influences
BT Hindu civilization
— Islamic influences
BT Islamic civilization
— History
[DS646.27]
BT World War, 1939-1945—Deportations from Java
— Mongol Invasion, 1293
UF Mitt Indians
Jaunsāra Bābara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
Jaunsāra Bāvara (India)
USE Jaunsar Bawar (India)
Jencken family
USE Jenkins family
Jenckes family
USE Jenkins family
Jenkins family
USE Jenkins family
Jenckins family
USE Jenkins family
Jenckes family
USE Jenkins family
Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
Jenque family
(Not Subd Geog)
USE Jenkins family
Jenckins family
USE Jenkins family
Jenkinson family
USE Jenkins family
Jenks family
USE Jenkins family
Jenner family
(Not Subd Geog)
USE Jenkins family
Jenner family
USE Jenkins family
Jenkinson family
USE Jenkins family
Jennings family
USE Jenkins family
Jennings family
USE Jenkins family
Jennings family
USE Jenkins family
Jenning family
USE Jenkins family
Jennings family
USE Jenkins family
Jenius family
USE Jenkins family
Jennings family
USE Jenkins family
Jennings family
USE Jenkins family
Jenks family
USE Jenkins family
Jenckins family
USE Jenkins family
Jenckes family
USE Jenkins family
Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
Jenecq family
(Not Subd Geog)
USE Jenkins family
Jenckes family
USE Jenkins family
Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
Jenecq family
(Not Subd Geog)
USE Jenkins family
Jenckes family
USE Jenkins family
Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
Jenecq family
(Not Subd Geog)
USE Jenkins family
Jenckes family
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Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
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USE Jenkins family
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USE Jenkins family
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USE Jenkins family
Jenecq family
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Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
Jenecq family
(Not Subd Geog)
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Jenckes family
USE Jenkins family
Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
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(Not Subd Geog)
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Jenckes family
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Jencks family
USE Jenkins family
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USE Jenkins family
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USE Jenkins family
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Jenecq family
(Not Subd Geog)
— Forty days [BT485]

[Former heading] — Here are entered works descriptive of the forty days between the resurrection and the ascension.

NT Jesus Christ—Apparitions

— Forty days in the wilderness [BT304.3]

USE Jesus Christ—Temptation

— Foundation of the church

USE Church—Foundation

— Friends and associates

[BS2430-BS2520]

— Garden of Gethsemane

USE Jesus Christ—Betrayal

Jesus Christ—Prayer in Gethsemane

— Genealogy

[BT716]

BT Genealogy

Genealogy in the Bible

— Gnostic interpretations

BT Gnosticism

— Hindu interpretations

[BT304.917]

UF Jesus Christ—Interpretations, Hindu

Jesus Christ in Hinduism

BT Christianity and other religions—Hinduism

— Hispanic American interpretations

[BT304.918]

BT Hispanic Americans—Religion

— History [BT303.2]

RT Jesus Christ—Biography—Sources

— History of doctrines

[BT198]

UF Jesus Christ—Person and offices—History of doctrines

Early church, ca. 30-600

USE Jesus Christ—Interpretations, New Testament

Jesus Christ—New Testament interpretations

NT Docetism

Homousian controversy

Monothelitism

Three chapters (Christological controversy)

— Middle Ages, 800-1500

— 16th century

— Modern period, 1500-

— 17th century

— 18th century

— 19th century

— 20th century

— Holy Coat

USE Holy Coat

— Holy Shroud

USE Holy Shroud

— Humanity

[BT218]

BT Jesus Christ—Natures

NT Scourging of Christ, Devotion to

— Humiliation

[BT220]

— Humor

— Iconography

[BT590.0]

BT Jesus Christ—Art

— In literature

UF Jesus Christ in fiction, drama, poetry, etc.

[Former heading]

—in motion pictures

UF Jesus Christ in motion pictures [Former heading]

Jesus Christ in moving pictures [Former heading]

—in music

[Former heading]

—in the Book of Mormon

USE Jesus Christ in the Book of Mormon [Former heading]

—in the Qur'an

[BP134.J37]

UF Tsa’ (Qur’anic character)

Jesus Christ—In the Koran [Former heading]

Jesus Christ—Koranic teaching [Former heading]

Jesus Christ in the Koran [Former heading]

BT Jesus Christ—Islamic interpretations

— Incarnation

USE Incarnation

— Indian interpretations

BT Indians

— Influence

[BT590.16]

— Intellectual life

[BT590.18]

— Intercession [BT235]

BT Jesus Christ—Mediation

— Interpretations, Buddhist

USE Jesus Christ—Buddhist interpretations

— Interpretations, Hindu

USE Jesus Christ—Hindu interpretations

— Interpretations, Islamic

USE Jesus Christ—Islamic interpretations

— Interpretations, Jewish

USE Jesus Christ—Jewish interpretations

— Interpretations, New Testament

USE Jesus Christ—History of doctrines—Early church, ca. 30-600

— Islamic interpretations

[BP172]

UF Jesus Christ—Interpretations, Islamic

Jesus Christ—Mohammedan interpretations

Jesus Christ in Islam

BT Christianity and other religions—Islam

Islam—Relations—Christianity

NT Jamnu and Kashmir (India)—In Islam

Jesus Christ—In the Qur’an

— Juvenile literature

[BM920]

UF Jesus Christ—Interpretations, Jewish

Judaism

NT Jesus Christ—Passion—Role of Jews in

— Jewishness (Not Subd Geog)

UF Jewishness of Jesus Christ

Journeys

USE Jesus Christ—Travel

— Kingdom (Not Subd Geog)

[BT794]

— Knowledge of his own divinity (Not Subd Geog)

UF Jesus Christ's knowledge of his own divinity

BT Jesus Christ—Divinity

— Koranic teaching

USE Jesus Christ—in the Qur’an

— Language

[BT590.0L3]

Here are entered works dealing with the problem of the language used by Jesus Christ, specifically whether He spoke Hebrew, Aramaic, or Greek.

— Last Supper

USE Last Supper

— Last words

USE Jesus Christ—Seven last words

— Leadership (Not Subd Geog)

BT Jesus Christ—Character

Leadership in the Bible

— Life

USE Jesus Christ—Biography

— Logos doctrine

USE Logos (Christian theology)

— Lord's Supper

USE Lord's Supper

— Lordship (Not Subd Geog)

UF Lordship of Jesus Christ

— Meditation

UF Jesus Christ—Office of mediator

BT Jesus Christ—Person and offices

Mediation between God and man—Christianity

NT Jesus Christ—Intercession

— Meditations

— Messiahship

[BT230-BT240]

Here are entered works on Jesus Christ as the Messiah. Works on prophecies made by Jesus Christ are entered under Jesus Christ—Prophecies. General works on the concept of a messiah are entered under Messiah. Works on prophecies in the Old Testament concerning a messiah are entered under Messiah—Prophecies.

RT Messiah

NT Messianic secret (Bible)

— Miracles

[BT363-BT367]

Here are entered works on the Biblical miracles of Jesus Christ. Works on post-Biblical appearances and miracles of Jesus Christ are entered under Jesus Christ—Apparitions and miracles. Works on appearances of Jesus Christ between his resurrection and ascension are entered under Jesus Christ—Appearances.

BT Miracles

NT Feeding of the five thousand (Miracle)

Healing of Peter’s mother-in-law (Miracle)

Healing of the centurion’s servant (Miracle)

Healing of the epileptic boy (Miracle)

Healing of the Gerasene demoniac (Miracle)

Healing of the leper (Miracle)

Healing of the man born blind (Miracle)

Healing of the nobleman's son (Miracle)

Healing of the paralytic (Miracle)

Healing of the ten lepers (Miracle)

Healing of the woman with the flow of blood (Miracle)

Jesus walking on the water (Miracle)

Miraculous draught of fishes (Miracle)

Opening of the eyes of one blind at Bethsaida (Miracle)

Raising of Jairus’ daughter (Miracle)

Raising of Lazarus (Miracle)

Raising of the widow's son (Miracle)

Stilling of the storm (Miracle)

Turning water into wine at the wedding at Cana (Miracle)

— Miscellaneous

[BT295 (General)]

USE Jesus Christ—Christian interpretations

— Mohammedan interpretations

USE Jesus Christ—Islamic interpretations

— Mormon interpretations

BT Mormon Church

RT Jesus Christ—In the Book of Mormon

— Muslim interpretations

USE Jesus Christ—Islamic interpretations

— Mystical body

Here are entered works on the Christian doctrine that the church is the mystical body of Christ. Works on the relationship between God and the individual Christian at the highest level of mystical experience are entered under Mystical union.

UF Mystical body of Christ

BT Church

NT Communion of saints

— Mythological interpretations (Not Subd Geog)

BT Mythology

— Name

[BT590.0Z]

USE Jesus Christ—Titles

BT Names in the Bible

NT Holy Name, Devotion to

Servant of Jehovah

Son of God

Son of Man

— Biblical teaching

— Juvenile literature

— Meditations

— Sermons

— Outlines

USE Jesus Christ—Name—Sermons—Outlines

— Outlines, syllabi, etc.

UF Jesus Christ—Name—Sermons—Outlines

[Former heading]

— Nativity

[BT715]
Jet engine sounds
USE Jet plane sounds

Jet planes (May Subd Geog) [TL709-TL709.5]
Here are entered general works on jet engines and works on jet engines for aircraft.
UF Airplanes—Jet engines
Jet motors
Jet planes—Motors
BT Airplanes—Motors
Motors
RT Gas-turbines
NT Airplanes—Ramjet engines
Airplanes—Turbo-propeller engines
Airplanes—Turbojet engines
Jet flaps (Airplanes)

— Air Intakes
[TL709.5.T5]
UF Air inlets (Jet engines)
Air intakes (Jet engines)
Airplanes—Jet propulsion—Air intakes

— Aerodynamics (May Subd Geog)
BT Aerodynamics

— Combustion chambers
BT Combustion chambers
NT Afterburners

— Fluid dynamics
BT Fluid dynamics

Jet Era Glyphs (Picture language) (May Subd Geog) [PM55999]
BT Language, Universal
Languages, Artificial
Paisigraphy

Jet fighter planes (May Subd Geog)
UF Fighter jet planes
BT Fighter planes
Jet planes, Military
NT Aeronautics 2-91 (Jet fighter plane)
Araocomet (Jet fighter plane)
Avro Arrow (Jet fighter plane)
BAC Lightning (Jet fighter plane)
BAe P.1216 (Jet fighter plane)
Banshee (Jet fighter plane)
Canuck (Jet fighter plane)
Cobra (Jet fighter plane)
Cobra (Jet fighter plane)
Crusader (Jet fighter plane)
Cutlass (Jet fighter plane)
Delta Dagger (Jet fighter plane)
Delta Dart (Jet fighter plane)
Demon (Jet fighter plane)
Draken (Jet fighter plane)
Eagle (Jet fighter plane)
Eurofighter Typhoon (Jet fighter plane)
F-5 (Jet fighter plane)
F-16 (Jet fighter plane)
F-22 (Jet fighter plane)
F-100 (Jet fighter plane)
F-111 (Jet fighter plane)
Farmer (Jet fighter plane)
Fishbed (Jet fighter plane)
Fishpot (Jet fighter plane)
Fitter (Jet fighter plane)
Flagon (Jet fighter plane)
Flanker (Jet fighter plane)
Flogger (Jet fighter plane)
FSX (Jet fighter plane)
Fury (Jet fighter plane)
Gripen (Jet fighter plane)
Harrier (Jet fighter plane)
Heinkel 162 (Jet fighter plane)
Hornet (Jet fighter plane)
Horten 229 (Jet fighter plane)
Hunter (Jet fighter plane)
Javelin (Jet fighter plane)
Kikka (Jet fighter plane)
Lavi (Jet fighter plane)
Messerschmitt 262 (Jet fighter plane)
Messerschmitt P.1101 (Jet fighter plane)
Meteor (Jet fighter plane)
MiG-15 (Jet fighter plane)
MiG-17 (Jet fighter plane)
MiG-25 (Jet fighter plane)
MiG-29 (Jet fighter plane)
MiG-31 (Jet fighter plane)
Mikoyan MiG-1 (Jet fighter plane)
Mirage 5 (Jet attack plane)
Mirage 2000 (Jet fighter plane)
Mirage III (Jet fighter plane)
Panther (Jet fighter plane)
Phantom II (Jet fighter plane)
Pulqui II (Jet fighter plane)
Rafale (Jet fighter plane)
Ryan FR-1 (Jet fighter plane)
Saab 29 (Jet fighter plane)
Sabre (Jet fighter plane)
Scimitar (Jet fighter plane)
Scorpion (Jet fighter plane)
Sea Harrier (Jet fighter plane)
Sea Hawk (Jet fighter plane)
Sea Venom (Jet fighter plane)
Sea Vixen (Jet fighter plane)
Shooting Star (Jet fighter plane)
Skynight (Jet fighter plane)
Starfire (Jet fighter plane)
Sukhoi Su-47 (Jet fighter plane)
Super Etendard (Jet fighter plane)
Supermarine Attacker (Jet fighter plane)
Swift (Jet fighter plane)
Ta 183 (Jet fighter plane)
Tejas (Jet fighter plane)
Thunder chief (Jet fighter plane)
Thunderjet (Jet fighter plane)
Thunderstreak (Jet fighter plane)
Tiger (Jet fighter plane)
Tiger II (Jet fighter plane)
Tomcat (Jet fighter plane)
Tupolev Tu-128 (Jet fighter plane)
Vampyre (Jet fighter plane)
Venom (Jet fighter plane)
Viggen (Jet fighter plane)
Voodoo (Jet fighter plane)
X-31 (Jet fighter plane)
X-32 (Jet fighter plane)
Yak-23 (Jet fighter plane)
Yak-25 (Military aircraft)
Yak-27 (Military aircraft)
Yak-41 (Jet fighter plane)

— Testing
— Wind tunnel testing
BT Wind tunnel testing

Jet flaps (Airplanes) (May Subd Geog)
BF Flaps (Airplanes)
Jet engines
Jet flow
USE Jets—Fluid dynamics

Jet Force Gemini (Game) [OV469.35.JLR]
BT Video games

Jet fuel
USE Jet planes—Fuel

Jet helicopters (May Subd Geog)
BT Helicopters
NT Helicopters—Turbojet engines
— Identification marks
USE Jet helicopters—Markings

— Markings (May Subd Geog)
UF Identification marks on jet helicopters
Jet helicopters—Identification marks

[Former heading]
Markings on jet helicopters
Jet injectors, Hydromic
USE Hydromic jet injectors

Jet lag [RC1076.J45 (Aviation medicine)]
UF Lag, Jet
BT Aviation medicine
Biological rhythms
Flight—Physiological aspects
Travel—Physiological aspects
Jet manifolds (Topology)
USE Jets (Topology)

Jet motors
USE Jet engines
Jet nacelles (Airplane)
USE Airplanes—Nacelles

Jet nozzle
BT Nozzles
NT Exhaust nozzles

Jet peening, Water
USE Jet peening
Jet plane noise
USE Jet planes—Noise

Jet plane sounds
UF Jet engine sounds
Jet planes, Military—Sounds
BT Airplane sounds

Jet planes (May Subd Geog)
UF Jet airplanes
Jet propelled airplanes
Jets (Airplanes)
BT Airplanes
NT Delta wing airplanes
Gulfstream airplanes
Jet transports
Lejrat aircraft
Very light jets

— Flight testing
BT Flight testing

— Fuel
UF Jet fuel
Jet propellants
BT Airplanes—Fuel
Jet motors

— Motors
USE Jet engines

— Noise
UF Aircraft noise
Jet engine noise
Jet plane noise
Jet planes, Military—Noise
Military jet plane noise
BT Aerodynamic noise
NT Airplanes—Turbojet engines—Mufflers

— Performance (May Subd Geog)
UF Performance of jet planes

— Piloting (May Subd Geog) [TL711.J38]
UF Piloting of jet planes

— Radar equipment
BT Radar in aeronautics

— Thrust reversers [TL709.5.T5]
UF Thrust reversers (Jet plane)

Jet planes, Military (May Subd Geog)
UF Military jets

BT Airplanes, Military
NT A-10 (Jet attack plane)
A-12 (Jet attack plane)
A-12 (Jet reconnaissance plane)
Aermacchi MB-326 (Jet plane)
BAC TSR 2 (Jet plane)
C-17 (Jet transport)
Corsair II (Jet attack plane)
Harrier II (Jet attack plane)
Intruder (Jet attack plane)
Jaguar (Jet attack plane)
Jet bombers
Jet fighter planes
Panavia Tornado (Military aircraft)
Skyhawk (Jet attack plane)
SR-71 Blackbird (Jet reconnaissance plane)
Sleight aircraft
T-33 (Training plane)
Yak-36 (Jet attack plane)
Yak-38 (Jet attack plane)
YF-14 (Jet transport)

— Noise
USE Jet planes—Noise

— Sounds
USE Jet plane sounds
Jet propellants
USE Jet planes—Fuel
Jet propelled airplanes
USE Jet planes
Jet-propelled boats
USE Jet boats
Jet propelled short take-off and landing aircraft
USE Short take-off and landing aircraft—Jet propulsion
Jet propelled vertically rising aircraft
USE Vertically rising aircraft—Jet propulsion

Jet propulsion
BT Internal combustion engines
RT Rockets (Aeronautics)
NT Airplanes—Jet propulsion
Jet boat engines
Rockets (Ordinance)
Short take-off and landing aircraft—Jet propulsion
Vertically rising aircraft—Jet propulsion
Jet Provost (Training plane)
USE BAC Jet Provost (Training plane)

Jet pumps (May Subd Geog) [TJ901]
UF Momentum pumps
BT Hydraulic machining
Pumping machinery
Jewish sacred vocal music
USE Synagogue music

Jewish Mysticism (May Subd Geog)
UF Jews as seamen [Former heading]
Seamen, Jewish [Former heading]
BT Sailors

Jewish saints
USE Zaddikim

Jewish sarcophagi (May Subd Geog)
UF Sarcofagi, Jewish [Former heading]

Jewish scholars (May Subd Geog)
Here are entered works on scholars of Judaism.
UF Scholars, Jewish [Former heading]
BT Scholars

NT Rabbi

Women Jewish scholars

Jewish scholarships
USE Jews—Scholarships, fellowships, etc.

Jewish schoolbooks (May Subd Geog)
UF School songbooks, Jewish [Former heading]
School songbooks, Jewish [Former heading]
BT Jewish songbooks

Jewish schools
USE Jewish day schools

Jewish religious schools
Here are entered works dealing with a movement that, negatively, seeks to counteract Christian Science with a Jewish counterpart and, positively, reveals to the Jew the sources of health, serenity, and peace of mind within his own faith.
UF Christian Science, Jewish
Jewish Christian Science
Science, Jewish
BT Christian Science

Mental healing
Spiritual healing

Jewish scientists (May Subd Geog)
UF Jews as scientists [Former heading]
Scientists, Jewish [Former heading]
BT Scientists

NT Boethusians

Conservative Judaism
Essenes
Hasideans
Hasidism
Karaites
Orthodox Judaism
Pharisees
Quarman community
Rechabites
Reconstructionist Judaism
Reform Judaism
Saib bathians
Sadducees
Subbotniks
Zadokites

(Jewish party)

Jewish sepulchral monuments (May Subd Geog)
BT Sepulchral monuments

Jewish sermons (May Subd Geog)
[BM735-BM747]

UF Sermons, Jewish [Former heading]

Jewish religious literature

Sermons

SA subdivision Sermons under individual Jewish sects

NT Hadran

Jewish children's sermons
Jewish festival-day sermons
Jewish occasional sermons

Midrash

Jewish sermons, American (May Subd Geog)
UF American Jewish sermons

Jewish sermons, Arabic (May Subd Geog)
UF Arabic Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Danish (May Subd Geog)
UF Danish Jewish sermons
Jewish soldiers, English (May Subd Geog)
UF English Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, French (May Subd Geog)
UF French Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Hebrew (May Subd Geog)
UF Hebrew Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Hungarian (May Subd Geog)
UF Hungarian Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Italian (May Subd Geog)
UF Italian Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Judeo-Arabic (May Subd Geog)
UF Judeo-Arabic Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Marathi (May Subd Geog)
UF Marathi Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Romanian (May Subd Geog)
UF Romanian Jewish sermons

Jewish soldiers, Spanish (May Subd Geog)
UF Sermons, Spanish—Jewish authors [Former heading]

Jewish soldiers, Yiddish (May Subd Geog)
UF Sermons, Yiddish [Former heading]
Yiddish sermons
Jewish sermons for children

USE Jewish children's sermons

Jewish sexual minorities (May Subd Geog)
UF Sexual minority Jews

BT Sexual minorities

Jewish ship commanders (May Subd Geog)
BT Ship commanders

Jewish short stories
USE Short stories, Jewish

Jewish shrines (May Subd Geog)
BT Shrines

Jewish silversmiths (May Subd Geog)
BT Silversmiths

Jewish silverwork (May Subd Geog)
BT Silverwork

Jewish singers (May Subd Geog)
UF Singers, Jewish [Former heading]

BT Singers

Jewish single people (May Subd Geog)
UF Single people

Jewish slave traders (May Subd Geog)
BT Slave traders

Jewish soccer players (May Subd Geog)
UF Soccer players [Former heading]

BT Soccer players

Jewish social scientists (May Subd Geog)
BT Social scientists

Jewish sociologists (May Subd Geog)
BT Sociologists

Jewish sociology (May Subd Geog)
UF Sociology, Jewish [Former heading]

BT Sociology

Jewish soldiers (May Subd Geog)
UF Jews as soldiers [Former heading]

BT Soldiers

SA subdivision Participation, Jewish under individual wars, e.g. World War, 1939-1945—Participation, Jewish

NT Jewish generals

Jewish women soldiers

—Legal status, laws, etc. (Jewish law)

USE Soldiers—Jewish law

—Prayer-books and devotions

USE Jewish soldiers—Prayer-books and devotions [Former heading]

—Religious life (May Subd Geog)

UF Soldiers—Religious life (Judaism) [Former heading]

NT Russia

Jewish soldiers (May Subd Geog)

USE Jewish soldiers

Jewish songbooks (May Subd Geog)

UF Songbooks

BT Songbooks

NT Jewish school songbooks
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Juxtaoral organ
USE Chievitz's organ

Juyo Site (Spain)
UF El Juyo Site (Spain)
BT Spain—Antiquities

Juzu family (Not Subd Geog)
UF Huza family
Yusa family
Yuza family

Južna Morava River (Serbia)
USE Southern Morava River (Serbia)

Juzu
USE Buddhist rosary

Juzur Farasān (Saudi Arabia)
USE Farasan Islands (Saudi Arabia)

Juzur Jāliṭah (Tunisia)
USE Galite Islands (Tunisia)

Juzur Qarqannah (Tunisia)
USE Qarqannah Islands (Tunisia)

JVC televisions (Not Subd Geog)
BT Television—Receivers and reception

Jwen-jwen (Asian people)
USE Ruanruan (Asian people)

Jwisince language
USE Masalt language

JX (Satellite)
USE Lysithea (Satellite)

JXTA (Computer network protocol)
[TK5109.568]
BT Computer network protocols
Peer-to-peer architecture (Computer networks)

JY Ranch (Tex.)
BT Ranches—Texas

Jyeshṭhimalla (May Subd Geog)
[DS432.J94]
BT Brahmins
Caste—India
Ethnology—India

Jyngidae
USE Jigs (Dramas)

Jyngidae
USE Jynx

Jynx (May Subd Geog)
[QL696.P56]
UF Jyngidae
Wrynecks (Birds)
BT Picidae
NT Jynx torquilla

Jynx torquilla (May Subd Geog)
[QL696.P56]
UF Eurasian wryneck
Wryneck (Bird)
BT Jynx

Jyotibā (Hindu deity)
(Not Subd Geog)
[BL1225.J96-BL1225.J964]
BT Hindu gods

Jython (Computer program language)
BT Object-oriented programming languages